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ABSTRACT 

 

This study empirically examines the consistency among strategic orientations, competitive methods and 

performance measuring approaches for a cross sectional sample of Portuguese service organizations. 

The results of factor and cluster analysis appear to indicate that the surveyed organizations are suffering 

from misalignment between their strategic orientations and the performance measurement approaches 

used to monitor them. These organizations are in need of use dynamic performance measurement 

approaches which allow them to dynamically realign their strategies to the market changes. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the past, service organizations tended to operate as closed operational systems. As such, these systems 

chose traditional generic organizational strategies which stressed operational efficiency. These generic 

strategies where supported by traditional competitive methods, which in turn also emphasized efficiency. 

The performance measurement approach utilized tended to stress traditional, financial and operational 

measures. The interdependencies among organizational strategy, competitive methods, and performance 

measurement approach were defined in terms of internal consistency.  

 

Recent changes, in form of service technology, service competitive environment, and relations to 

customer, have forced service organizations to re-engineer their competitive strategic models. This 

reengineering effort left its marks on organizational strategy. However, this effort may have not yet 

incorporated competitive methods and consistent new performance measurement approaches. As such, 

having an innovative, mixed strategy, which is supported by traditional competitive methods and 

efficiency based performance measures may not result in a sustainable competitive strategic advantage. 

  

In this context, service managers are facing increasing pressure to improve the different aspects of their 

organizational performance [1][5]. On the other hand, the relationship between business strategy, 

competitive methods, and performance measuring approach, represent serious challenges to service 

organizations. As these organizations strive toward sustainable competitive strategic advantage in a 

dynamic marketplace, the mismatch between strategic orientation and performance measurement 

approach could lead to a strategic failure. 

 

Motivated by the need to continuously improve service performance through the utilization of effective 

competitive methods and strategies, the objective of this research is to analyze the relationship between 

the competitive methods and strategies utilized by service organization and their performance 

measurement profiles. 



LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 

For the purpose of this research, two streams of literature were investigated. Relevant literature related 

to the different approaches used by service organizations to implement their strategies, and the relevant 

literature related to the different facets of organizational performance measurement and practices in 

service operational settings were reviewed.  

 

Michael Porter’s strategic typology [37] has been accepted by most scholars and executives, as one of 

the main frameworks toward effective strategic choices [9]. This framework has been one of the most 

used to study the strategic behavior of manufacturing organizations [3]. Examples of utilizing Porter’s 

framework continue to be found in many manufacturing industries in different business cultures 

[3][12][17][34][44]. 

  

Although Porter’s framework was utilized initially in manufacturing organizations, it found its way to 

service organizations. Examples of utilizing this framework in service industries can be found in 

literature, such as in bank [11], retailing [36] , government/not-for-profit [2],  and hospitality[16]. An 

examination of this literature tends to point to the utilizations of Porter’s generic strategies both in the 

pure forms, and in hybrid-mix forms. For a detailed meta-analysis please see [9]. 

 

Typically organizations included in these studies were Small and Medium Enterprise (SMEs). In recent 

years, such organizations have been considered as the engine which drives economic growth globally 

[42]. However, in the past, SMEs, generally, did not utilize information technologies effectively to shape 

their strategies due to the lack of resources, and needed skills [15][31]. More recently, however such 

organizations are beginning to utilize more and more of the internet resources, in order to create global 

business relationships [7]. In today’s marketplace, these organizations are being called upon to broaden 

and integrate their information technology resources in order to create competitive strategic advantages 

[31][37][43].. Michael Porter contended that the Internet technology could be viewed as strategically 

significant, if its practical applications create new value [39]. In response to environmental changes, 

several authors studied the utilization of Porter’s framework in an e-business context [25][29][28][30]. 

. 

Based on the literature review relating organizational performance measurement, it seems that services 

organizations are beginning to utilize broader frameworks, such as the Balanced Scorecard, to measure 

and manage the different aspects of organizational performance[8][13][20][21][27][33][40]. However, 

the service performance measurement literature appears to have several gaps related to the nature and 

scope of performance measures utilized by service managers. 

 

In general, the literature reviewed related both to performance measuring and strategic orientations 

clearly underscores the need for more research in the relationship between this to important issues of 

service organizations. Only two articles focusing on this relationship were found [23][45]. In this 

context, the match between the strategic orientation of service organizations and the performance 

measuring approach used by them represent an area where more research is needed. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Instrument 

 

The research instrument used in this study was designed based on the works of [14][27][19]. For the 

purpose of this study, sixty-three performance measures were used. These measures encompassed 



performance aspects related to service quality and customer satisfaction, process efficiency, service and 

process innovation, and competitive environment, quality/independence of management, human 

resource management, and social responsibility.  For each of sixty-three performance measures utilized, 

executives of Portuguese service organizations were asked to indicate the predictive value (relevance), 

the performance information availability, and the extent of their utilization.  

 

Thirty-three competitive methods were also included in the instrument. Twenty-one questions were 

derived from a seminal work on generic strategies [14]. Five variables dealt with the strategic 

orientations of manufacturing Portuguese organizations [27]. Finally, seven new variables related to e-

business strategies, environment health and safety in the workplace standards, and information 

technologies utilization, were included. For each of the thirty-three competitive methods utilized, 

executives of service organizations were asked to indicate their relevance to organizational strategy.   

 

Sample and Data Analysis 

 

For the purpose of this study a random sample of five hundred (500) organizations was obtained from a 

database, which includes the largest fifteen hundred (1500) Portuguese service organizations. Six-nine 

(69) completed responses were received. Seventeen (17) were returned because the firms do not exist 

anymore, or due to unwillingness to participate in the study. This resulted in a response rate of 

approximately 14.3%. This response rate is consistent with literature [6][26][35][46]. The participating 

executives were asked to provide information regarding number of employees, type of certification 

achieved, and the extent of utilization of integrated performance measurement systems in their service 

organizations (see Table 1).  

 

In the first phase of the data analysis, factor analysis was used to extract the underlying dimensions 

(factors), representing the strategies followed by the studied organizations. The second phase of the data 

analysis was focused on investigating the existence of groups of organizations with similar competitive 

factors considered critical to enhancing organizational performance. A cluster analysis was used to 

group the organizations into strategic groups. For this purpose, the hierarchical agglomerative technique 

(Wards’s method) was used. This technique is designed to recognize outliers and to determine the 

appropriate number of clusters [22]. As a result of applying this technique, the sample was reduced to 

sixty four (64) responses.  The number of cluster was set to four (4). The non-hierarchical (K-means) 

cluster analysis was the used to identify the strategic groups. 

The third phase of the data analysis utilized multiple regression analysis to evaluate the profile of the 

executives in terms of the relative utilization of financial and non-financial measures. The linear 

relationship tested was based on the variables included in the instrument. The frequency of utilization of 

the performance measures (FU) was assumed to be a function of its predictive value (PV) and of the ease 

with which information for the measure could be acquired (EA). The fourth phase of the data analysis 

utilized gap analysis to gain a better understanding of the relative importance of the non-financial 

measures. Finally, the relationship between profile of the executives in terms of the relative utilization of 

financial and non-financial measures and their strategic orientations were analyzed. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Factor Analysis Results 

 

Using the Kaiser-Myer-Olkin test, sample adequacy for all variables was analyzed. A sample adequacy 

overall value of 0.75 was obtained. This value reached the value considered acceptable in the literature 



for this type of analysis [22]. The principal component method with a Varimax rotation was used to 

extract relevant factors. The results of the Bartlett test confirmed the appropriateness of the factor 

analysis procedure as used. Based on the factor analysis procedure, the following seven-factor solution 

was obtained, explaining 69.4 percent of the total variance (Table 2): 

– Service Operational Innovation 

– Reputation and Service Innovation 

– Cost and Service Performance  

– Marketing and Distribution Leadership 

– E-Service Practices 

– Service Marketing Innovation 

– Standards and Service Efficiency 

 

Cluster Results 

 

In the first phase of the data analysis, the competitive methods that executives of service organizations 

tended to value were grouped into several factors representing strategic dimensions. The relationships 

among these strategic dimensions are explored next. For this purpose, cluster analysis is used. The 

observation unit for the cluster analysis is based on each extracted factor. Therefore, the average of the 

measures included in each factor is calculated.  

 

Based on the cluster analysis procedure, a four-cluster solution, with significant differences between all 

strategic dimensions was obtained.  

 

Regression Results 

 

In order to investigate the profile of the participants in relation to their extent of utilization of financial 

and non-financial measures, the linear function to be estimated is: 

 

           .    
 

 

The regression results shown in Table 3 indicate that the R
2
 varies between 77,7% and  95,2%. This 

means a high percent of the total variability in the frequency of utilization has been explained by the 

predictive value and ease of information acquisition.  

 

One may speculate that organizations of each strategic group, due to different strategic orientations, may 

tend to emphasize certain performance aspects in comparison to their counterparts. Due to the potential 

link between strategy orientation and performance measurement practices, this issue was explored using 

the following  multiple regression model. 

 

 

 

Based on the results of all paired models, the coefficient of the variable SG only was found statistically 

significant (=0.05) for the pairs AB and AD. Therefore, it is concluded that significant differences exist 

between the executives of strategic groups A, B and A, D with respect to the profile of utilization of the 

measures studied.  
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Strategic Group Profiles 

 

Group A - This group includes nineteen organizations (29.7% of the sample), which tended to assign 

the lowest scores to all the seven strategic dimensions. Organizations in this group are neglecting 

important strategic dimensions related to costumers, namely e-service and cost (Table 4). They are 

mainly using competitive methods related with operational efficiency.  These organizations are 

neglecting the service marketing innovation, which can make or break their future strategic survival. 

Their performance measuring profile is showing a low utilization of important performance dimensions, 

such as the process innovation, the social responsibility, and the quality of management. This profile 

also shows a clear misalignment of competitive methods and performance measuring approach. 

However these organizations are trying to overcome this problem using important performance measures 

which can improve their strategic orientation. The model representing their performance profile (Table 

3) shows that the performance measures utilization is much more sensible to the predictive value than to 

the information availability. As such, the executives are trying to use performance measures relating the 

involvement of their main stakeholders, even with a high cost of information. Although they are 

showing a traditional/financial performance measuring profile, they are also struggling to capture and to 

measure the employee and customer involvement. 

 

Group B - This strategic group includes twenty organizations (31.3% of the sample). Five of the seven 

strategic dimensions are not significantly different from other groups. They are differentiating based on 

cost and E-services (Table 5). The Service Marketing Innovation strategic dimension is the lowest 

strategic choice among organizations in this group. It seems that they are using e-business on a cost 

leadership strategy. Their performance measuring profile is showing a low utilization of important 

performance dimensions, such as the process innovation, the social responsibility, and the quality of 

management. Like with organizations of the strategic group A, this profile also shows misalignment of 

competitive methods and performance measuring approach. However, in a different way of 

organizations of strategic group A, these organizations may feel too expensive to obtain information, 

even they consider very important to implement and maintain their strategic orientation. Although the 

model related with their performance profile (Table 3) shows that the performance measures utilization 

is more sensible to the predictive value than to the information availability, this seems not to be 

sufficient to promote the utilization of measures that could improve their strategic competitiveness. They 

are only prepared to pay for information related with future investments. However this is not sufficient. 

 

Group C - This strategic group includes nine organizations (14.1% of the sample), which tended to 

utilize a hybrid generic strategy, with an equal emphasis on all strategic dimensions (Table 6).  This 

strategic behavior can be labeled as a typical stuck-in-the-middle based on Porter’s classical generic 

strategic model.  These organizations appear not to value enough the cost of service. According the 

regression results, the performance measuring profile of organizations from strategic group C is not 

significant different (=0.01) from organizations of the other strategic groups. In this case, the 

misalignment of competitive methods and performance measuring approach is difficult to identify since 

these organizations are not following a clear strategic orientation. However, like organizations of 

strategic group A, they are making effort to use performance measures that they attach high predictive 

value, even they need to pay to obtain information-related. To be noted that the model representing their 

performance profile (Table 3) shows that the performance measures utilization is almost equal sensible 

to the predictive value and to the information availability. As such, using performance measures relating 

the involvement of their main stakeholders, even with a high cost of information, seems to be a decision 

based on a random choice, or suggested by external business actors. To be noted that, this strategic 

group include the organizations of highest dimension of the sample. 



Group D - This group includes sixteen firms (25.0% of the sample), which tended to assign the highest 

scores to all seven strategic dimensions. Market Leadership in this group is the second least emphasized, 

compared to the other strategic choices (Table 7).  This group is clearly facing the new market 

challenges with all the strategic weapons they can master. Their performance measuring profile, like 

organizations of strategic group A, is showing a low utilization of important performance dimensions, 

such as the process innovation, the social responsibility, and the quality of management. This profile 

also shows a misalignment of competitive methods and performance measuring approach. However, the 

model representing their performance profile (Table 3) shows that the performance measures utilization 

is much more sensible to the predictive value than to the information availability. Reflecting this profile, 

executives of these organizations are using performance measures relating to the employee involvement 

and to the service responsiveness, even with a high cost of information. Due to this performance profile, 

these organizations are presenting a more innovative approach to measure their organizational 

performance, including five non-financial measures with information deficit in the group of the seven 

more used performance measures. They are also trying to match their performance measures with their 

competitive methods   

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Using a sample of Portuguese service organizations, this research intended to analyze the dynamic 

relationship that defines the balance between performance and strategic orientations for service 

organizations. In the process, the consistency between the performance measurement approach and the 

strategic competitive orientations is examined. Based on the results of the factor analysis, cluster 

analyses, and regression analysis procedures, the following conclusions and implications are highlighted.  

 

First, although most of the services organizations included in the different strategic groups are still 

emphasizing traditional strategic orientations, following a closed system orientation, some of them are 

trying to follow more innovative competitive methods (strategic groups D). This is not an easy task due 

to the difficulties to deal with resistance to innovation [10].  However managers of these services 

organizations appear to be moving toward the open system perspective. 

 

Second, managers of services organizations are still, to a certain extent, emphasizing the financial nature 

of their organizational performance. Although these managers are beginning to utilize non-financial 

measures of performance, it does not appear that such measures are being currently given the same 

importance as their financial counterparts. Therefore, the balance between financial and non-financial 

performance measurement practices has not yet been reached by most of service organizations. 

However, managers of some service organizations appear to be making efforts to achieve this balance. 

 

Third, research results point to a generalized misalignment between strategic orientations and 

performance measurement profiles of service organizations. This is an interesting result because could 

not be identified if the two stream research were analysed separately. 

 

Overall, it appears that managers of service organizations belonging to strategic group D are aware of 

the urgent need to follow an open system strategic and operational orientation. However, perhaps due to 

market dynamics, are failing to correctly measure the competitive resources necessary to support their 

strategies. In this context, these managers need to utilize a dynamic performance management system 

that allows them to override this mismatch between strategic orientation and performance measurement 

practices. 
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